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ABSTRACT: The electrical conductivity and percolation threshold of single and hybrid carbon filled composites are experimentally

investigated. Polystyrene, carbon fiber (CF) and carbon black (CB) at three CF/CB ratios of 1.67, 3.33, 6.67 were compounded in a

twin screw extruder micro-compounder and compression molded into sheets. The through-plane and in-plane electrical conductivity

of the composites are measured by 2 and 4 probe techniques. The percolation threshold of the single filler and hybrid composites are

determined from the experimental results using a percolation model. The hybrid composites have a higher value of electrical conduc-

tivity and lower percolation threshold than the single CF filler composite except for the CF/CB ratio of 6.67. The percolation thresh-

old for the cases of single filler and hybrid composites are modeled. The hard core / soft shell model is used and it is assumed that

the percolation in a particle filled system depends on the ratio of tunneling distance to particle diameter. This ratio is determined by

modeling single filler composites using the experimental data and kept constant in the modeling of the hybrid system. Finite size scal-

ing is used to determine the percolation threshold for the infinite size hybrid system containing (nanosize) particles and micron size

fibers for three CF/CB ratios. The simulation results show that the percolations of hybrid composites have the same trends observed

in the experimental results. VC 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 2015, 132, 41744.
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INTRODUCTION

Most polymers are inherently electrically insulating. The electri-

cal conductivity of polymers can be increased by the addition of

conductive fillers.1 Electrically conductive particles usually ran-

domly distribute within an insulating matrix, and thus the

entire composite may be insulating or electrically conducting

depending on the percolation threshold, where the critical

amount of conducting particles for the onset of electrical con-

duction is reached and the electrical properties of the material

typically exhibit a non-linear behavior.2

The resulting conductive composites can substitute metals in

some application such as electromagnetic shielding, and are

light weight, and corrosion resistant thus lending themselves for

special applications.3–5

The electrical conductivity of composite materials has been

modeled by several approaches for low or high content conduc-

tive fillers. However, most existing models are not able to pre-

dict the sharp transition in electrical conductivity.6–9

Many attempts have been made to reduce the amount of filler

by varying matrix type and filler size, shape and conductivity.

Recently, combination of two types of conductive fillers has

promoted the formation of a conductive network for transfer-

ring charge within the insulating matrix.10–13

At present, it seems there is insufficient knowledge about the

physics of electrically networks of fillers in the polymeric mate-

rial. To address the question of how to control the percolating

network, percolation formulations in two- and three-

dimensional systems for several types of lattice and continuum

models (including circles, squares, sticks, spheres, and hemi-

spheres) were first explored by Pike and Seager14 Moreover, Ber-

han and Sastry15 proposed a more realistic model by

investigating the percolation threshold of systems of three-

dimensional straight spherocylinders, which are randomly ori-

ented within a unit cube using both hard-core and soft-core

models.15 The soft core spherocylinder model erroneously sup-

poses the fibers can merge, which can be significant even for

very high aspect ratio fibers. The hard core spherocylinder

model supposes the hard impenetrable core in fibers. Based on

the excluded volume concept, it was found the percolation

threshold is strongly dependent on the ratio of hard core to the

soft shell rather than on the aspect ratio of fibers themselves.
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In systems where the conducting particles are not in physical

contact and tunneling is the dominant change transport mecha-

nism, the hard core with soft shell model is more suitable for

modeling electrical percolation provided fiber geometry, fiber

distribution, and the tunneling distance are known.4 Determin-

ing the tunneling distance experimentally is a complicated prob-

lem and geometry, orientation and ratio of fillers showed a

significant effect on the percolation threshold.4,10,16,17

Polymer composites containing carbon black (CB) show a uni-

form electrical conductivity and low percolation threshold

because of high surface area. However, high loading CB sys-

tems are not easily processed by extrusion due to the high vis-

cosity. On the other hand, carbon fiber (CF) filled composites

have a higher percolation threshold compared to CB systems.

So, a large amount of CF is needed to achieve a conductive

composite, as compared to CB systems, and a CF molten

material also shows high shear viscosities for extrusion. There-

fore, a combination of two fillers is one way to maximize the

conductivity, while maintaining processability.

In this work, electrical conductivity and percolation of single

filler and hybrid composites are studied over a wide range of

filler content, accompanied by simulation of the percolation

threshold in the hybrid composites. The hard core/soft shell

model was used and the average fiber length and particle diam-

eter were obtained from experimental analysis. Soft shell thick-

nesses (or tunneling distances) were determined from

comparing the simulation of single filler composite with the

experimental percolation threshold. Computer simulation pro-

vides the opportunity to manipulate the loading of fillers to

achieve a percolation threshold and conductivity with minimal

filler loading.

EXPERIMENTAL

Material

The thermoplastic matrix, polystyrene (PS), GPPS 1540, with

a MFI of 11 g/10 min at 200�C, 5 Kg was obtained from

Tabriz Petrochemical Company (Table I). Thermoplastic PS

has a wide range of applications because of high chemical

resistance, extremely low moisture absorption, and weathering

resistance.

The two carbon fillers used in this study included PAN-derived

chopped long CF, AGM94, 5 mm long and 7.5 mm in diameter,

from Asbury Carbons and high surface area CB, Ketjenblack

EC600JD, with aggregate size of 30–100 nm and surface area of

1250 m2 g21 from Akzo Nobel. Table II shows the properties of

the carbon fillers.

Table I. Properties of PS

Property Unit Value

MFI (200�C/5 Kg) g/10 min 11

Density g/cm3 1.04

Vicat softening point �C 89.5

Tensile strength @ break MPa 45

Elongation @ break % 2

Tensile modulus MPa 3100

Water absorption % <0.1

Table II. Properties of Carbon Fillers

Property CB CF

Electrical conductivity (S/cm) 10–100 625

Specific gravity 1.8 1.78

Bulk density (Kg/m3) 100–120 360

Aggregate size (nm) 30–100 –

Pore volume (DBP, mL/100g) 480–510 –

Surface area (m2/g) 1250 1.1

Fiber diameter (mm) – 7.5

Fiber length (mm) – 5000

Figure 1. Cutting pattern for bars and disks shape samples.
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Procedure

PS with various amounts of single CB, CF and two carbon fill-

ers at three CF/CB ratios of 1.67, 3.33, and 6.6 was com-

pounded in a twin screw micro-compounder, Haake Minilab

Rheomix CTWS. All compounds were processed at 200�C for

about 7–10 min with the screw speed of 50–60 rpm. Maximum

upper limit of temperature, minimum screw speed and opti-

mum time were set to minimize the fiber breakage in the pro-

cess. A sheet mold of 10 cm 3 10 cm 3 2.5 mm was used for

compression molding of the compounds. The hot mold was

Figure 2. Cubic system of particles. (Dp/dp 5 2, cubic size 5 150 nm).

Figure 3. Cubic system of fibers. (l=Df 521; df 51:2 l, cubic size 5 450 m).
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filled with the required amount of the compound at tempera-

ture of 220�C for 5 min as preheating stage to be certain of

compound melting and reduce the orientation of fibers. A pres-

sure of 8000 psi was applied for 3 min by hydraulic press. The

mold was cooled by cold water and the sheet was removed and

cut to small bars of 30 3 5 mm and disks of 2 cm diameter

according to the pattern shown in Figure 1 for further analysis.

Analysis

Electrical conductivity was measured by 2-probe and 4-probe

method for through plane and in plane direction.10,18,19 In the

4 probe method, the bar sample was placed between the two

copper electrodes and depending on the sample resistivity the

voltage of 2, 5, 10, and 30 volt was applied by power supply

(BK1670A). The minimum voltage was used to prevent the heat

generation in each sample. Then, the voltage was measured by

the two probes of a voltmeter (Tektronix CDM250) on the sur-

face of the samples at 20 mm distance for at least six samples.

The current was read from the power supply. In the 2-probe

method, the disk shape sample was placed between the two cop-

per electrodes. Copper paper and applied pressure were used to

minimize the contact resistance between the copper electrodes

and surfaces of the sample. A voltage of 2 or 5 volt was applied

and the current was read. Both methods were set from the pre-

vious work.10 For samples with low conductivity (below the

order of 10210 S/cm), a high resistance meter (Keithly 600B)

Figure 4. Cubic system of fibers and particles (l=Df 521; df 51:2 l; Dp=dp52, cube size 5 650 m, CF/CB 5 1.67).

Figure 5. Percolation threshold for each run (l=Df 521; df 51:2 and cube

size 5 450). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is

available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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was used to measure the resistance in both 2-probe and 4-probe

methods.

To measure the fiber length distribution, samples were ashed in a

furnace at 550�C for 15 min to burn out the polymer. The

remaining fibers were collected, dispersed in ethanol, and spread

over a microscopic slide to observe them under an optical micro-

scope for taking images. The lengths of fibers were measured by

using Image Pro Plus 7.0 for about 1000 fibers for each sample.

The mean fiber length was calculated for composite of 5, 10, 15

vol % CF and hybrid composite of 10 vol % CF, 3 vol % CB.

To quantify the orientation of CF in the molded composites,

bar samples were mounted in epoxy resin. Then the cross sec-

tion was polished with different types of sand paper from SIC

800 to 4000 to reach the best quality of the surface. Digital

images were taken from the polished surfaces and analyzed with

Image Pro Plus 7.0. The analysis was done for at least 1000

fibers in each cross section to obtain the average radiuses of the

fibers (a, b) and the angle to the axis (a).19

The average in-plane angles (a) were directly calculated from

the obtained values. The average out-plane angles (b) were

obtained from the eq. (1).

b5sin21ðb aÞ= (1)

Then the 3D orientation factors were calculated according to

the following expressions;

fL5
1

n

X
cos2a cos2b (2)

fW 5
1

n

X
sin2a cos2b (3)

fT 5
1

n

X
sin2a (4)

where L, W, and T represents the direction in length, width, and

thickness of the sample, respectively. The orientation factors can

only vary from 0 to 1. For a composite with random fiber ori-

entation, fL5fW 5fT 51=3 and for a composite with completely

unidirectional orientation in x direction fL51 and fW 5fT 50.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to visualize

CB aggregate size and structure in the CB composite and the

distribution of CB aggregates in the vicinity of CFs in the

hybrid composites. To prepare the samples, a thin layer with a

thickness of 70 nm was cut from the molded composites by a

microtome machine. TEM was done for composite of 0.5 and

2.5 CB vol % and hybrid composite of CF6.6, CB 1 vol %, and

CF10, CB3 vol %. The average CB aggregate size was calculated

considering at least 80 aggregates of the single CB composites.

SIMULATION

The percolation threshold was modeled using the random

sequential method (RSA).20 A number of particles or fibers

were distributed randomly in a cube. Using the hard core-soft

shell model, the cluster was formed by overlapping the regions

in the space of the cube and the percolation threshold was

reported as a volume fraction of particles/fibers in the cube.

Procedure

CB composites were considered as a dispersed system contain-

ing spherical particles. The particles were considered as hard

core concentric spheres with diameter of Dp and soft shell

thickness of dp. In the fiber filled composites, fibers were con-

sidered as hard core of concentric cylinders with length of l,

diameter of Df and soft shell thickness of df . The hard core

represented the actual fiber or particle which was impenetrable

and soft shells were the penetrable part of fiber or particle,

and represented the maximum tunneling distance for two

neighbors to be regarded to be in electrical contact. The geom-

etry used for the simulation was a cubic box as a control vol-

ume to create a composite with random distribution of

objects. Depending on the type of filler in composite, particle,

fiber or both of them, the conductive objects were randomly

placed into the cube with the constraint that hard cores could

not go through each other. Two particles were connected if

the distance between the centers was less than 2ðDp1dpÞ and

greater than 2ðDpÞ. In the case of fibers, they were regarded as

connected if the soft shells overlapped considering the three

different patterns of connectivity, body to body, end to body,

and end to end.4 In the hybrid composite, fibers and particles

were placed in the cube depending on the fiber to particle

ratio. In such a composite, in addition to connectivity of only

fibers and only particles, particles and fibers were connected if

the soft shells penetrate each other. The number of objects was

Figure 6. Average percolation threshold after each run (l=Df 521; df 51:2

and cube size 5 450). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,

which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 7. Percolation threshold as a function of N20.375 (l=Df 521; df 51:2).
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continually increased and all the possible modes of connectiv-

ity were checked until a cluster of connected fibers/particles

span all sides of cube. Figures 2–4 show the composites cre-

ated by this procedure.

The output of the percolation simulation with RSA method in a

finite system depends on the cube size due to the statistical

nature of the onset of percolation. Every time that simulation

runs, a particular sequence of random fibers generates to reach

the percolation threshold. Therefore, every simulation run gives a

different percolation threshold. Figure 5 shows the percolation

threshold for CF with l=Df 521 and df 51:2 and cube size of 450

for each run. The average percolation threshold for each cube

size was obtained from running many simulations with different

particle arrays to converge a constant average number. Figure 6

shows average percolation threshold (PaveÞ after each run.

Using finite size scaling, the percolation threshold for the infi-

nite system is obtained from eq. (5).2,4

jPave2Pc j5N20:375 (5)

where Pave is average percolation threshold of a finite-sized system

(certain cube size), Pc is percolation threshold in an infinitely large

system, and N is number of percolated objects in the system. Perco-

lated objects can be fibers, particles, or both in a finite-sized sys-

tem. For calculation of Pc , the average percolation threshold

volume fraction (Pave) was plotted as a function of N20.375 for dif-

ferent size systems (Figure 7). By extrapolating the Pave versus

N20.375 straight line to the y-axis (where N approaches infinity),

the intercept yields the percolation threshold (Pc) for the infinite

system. For the composite shown in Figure 7, the percolation

threshold was estimated at 5 vol %. Extracting the tunneling dis-

tance (soft shell thickness) is a complicated phenomena. For this

work, soft shell thickness of single filler composite was adjusted to

match the experimental percolation threshold and further used to

predict the percolation threshold in hybrid composites.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimental

Figure 8 shows the in-plane and through-plane electrical conduc-

tivity of PS/CB and PS/CF compounds in which the trend is sim-

ilar to the findings by others.10,11,21–23 The electrical conductivity

of PS/CB composites in both in-plane and through-plane direc-

tions shows an abrupt increase at much lower filler content as

compared to PS/CF composites. The high structure CB aggregates

with high surface area develop a high number of conductive

paths at the nanoscale compared to micron size CF part. Figure

8 also shows that the in-plane conductivity is significantly higher

than the through-plane conductivity. The induced preferred ori-

entation of both CB and CF particles during the molding process

can be the cause for the observed anisotropy.10

The percolation model describes the relation between composite

conductivity and conductive filler concentration in the vicinity

of and above the percolation threshold.

rc5rf ðuf 2ucritÞt (6)

where rc is composite conductivity (S/cm), rf is filler conduc-

tivity, uf is filler volume fraction (uf >ucrit), ucrit is percola-

tion threshold and t is critical exponent. The values of rf , ucrit,

Figure 8. In-plane and through plane electrical conductivity of PS/CB and PS/CF composite.

Table III. Percolation Model Eq. (6) Parameters for PS/CB and PS/CF

Compounds

In plane Through plane

PS/CF PS/CB PS/CF PS/CB

rf (S/cm) 10 87 11 90

ucrit (vol %) 5 1.45 5 1.2

t 4.5 1.75 5 2.7
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and t given in Table III were determined by fitting the experi-

mental data points to eq. (6). The estimated values of uc and t

for PS/CB compound are in good agreement with similar find-

ings for high structure CB polymeric composites.1,7,22,24 The

difference in ucrit in PS/CF can be attributed to the CF aspect

ratio and orientation, which is highly affected by the molding

and compounding process.

Through plane electrical conductivity for the hybrid composite

with different ratios of CF/CB, PS/CB and PS/CF compounds is

illustrated in Figure 9. In hybrid composite lower content of fil-

ler is needed to make whole composite conductive comparing

to PS/CF. The electrical conductivity of all hybrid composite is

higher than PS/CF. The presence of CB in a PS/CF composite

decreases the percolation threshold and increases the electrical

conductivity. The CB effectively contributed to the establish-

ment of the conductive paths between CFs.10,25 Percolation

thresholds for hybrid composite are 1.9, 4.15, and 5.69 vol% for

CF/CB ratios of 1.67, 3.33, and 6.67, respectively, estimated

using the percolation model. The percolation threshold of the

hybrid composite with the ratio of 6.67 is higher than PS/CF

compound and may be due to CF breakage.

The changes in average CF length for PS/CF with 5, 10, and 15

vol % and PS/CF-CB with 10 vol % of CF and 3 vol % of CB

are shown in Table IV. The results show that fiber breakage

increases with an increase in fiber content because of the fiber–

fiber collisions in the high shear twin screw extruder.10,25 The

presence of CB in the melt has caused more fiber damage and it

could be because of high viscosity, and the small size of extruder,

where the interaction and collision of CB and CF increased.25

Table V summarizes the orientation angles and factors for dif-

ferent PS/CF compounds. It can be seen that no significant dif-

ferences were noted for different CF and CB content. A high

value of a confirms that most of the fibers lied in the LW plane.

Since fT is smaller than fL and fW in most cases, this is confirm-

ing that fibers are preferentially oriented in the plane rather

than out of plane.

The improved electrical conductivity due to CB is mainly attrib-

uted to the contribution of CB and CF in formation of conductive

pathways.10,26 TEM image for PS/CB with 2.5 vol % (above perco-

lation threshold) is illustrated in Figure 10. Most of the aggregates

in the PS/CB composite have a linear “L” shape. The average size

of the main structure is 196 nm. Also TEM images of hybrid com-

posite show that CB has a uniform distribution around CF.

SIMULATION

Particle Composite Simulation

Percolation threshold is determined at the particle concentration

such that the overlapped particles span. Table VI shows the

Figure 9. Through plane electrical conductivity of hybrid composite (with different ratios of CF/CB) compared to PS/CB and PS/CF compounds.

Table IV. CF Length Analysis for Different PS/CF Compounds

Vol % Fiber length (m) STD

CF5 235 133

CF10 162 73

CF15 124 68

CF10CB3 101 49

Table V. Fiber Orientation Angles and Factors in Three Principle Direc-

tions (L, W, and T)

Vol % Average b (�) Average a (�) fL fW fT

CF5 16 70 0.14 0.74 0.1

CF10 27 66 0.18 0.6 0.22

CF15 17 58 0.28 0.61 0.11

CF10 CB1.5 20 64 0.2 0.66 0.14
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system summarized for the percolation threshold for low struc-

ture CB filled composite. Results from simulation are in a good

agreement with previous findings.17 For a CB filled composite,

the smaller the radius of particles, the lower the percolation

threshold. Also, the smaller the tunneling distance, the higher

the percolation threshold.

Figure 11 illustrates the percolation threshold as a function of

ratio of particle diameter to tunneling distance. Percolation

thresholds from simulation have a good agreement with find-

ings by other researchers.27 Percolation for particulate compo-

sites strongly depends on the ratio of tunneling distance to

radius rather than particle size alone.

Hybrid Composite Simulation

For the simulation of hybrid composites, fibers and particles

were randomly placed in the system according to ratio of CF/

CB (1.67, 3.33, and 6.67). Because of different CF length at vari-

ous loadings of filler in single and hybrid composites, two l=Df

of 21 and 15 were used. The tunneling distance of 1.2 mm for

fibers, the same as CF composite, were used. To meet the exper-

imental percolation threshold for CB composite (1.2 vol %), the

ratio of
Dp

dp
52 and this value was used for modeling of the

hybrid composites. MATLAB R2010b saved the coordination

locations of CF and CB in matrices. The size of CB, nm, was

much smaller than the size of CF, mm, in the hybrid system.

The simulation box requires the order of 1014 of CB particles

and MATLAB exceeded the sufficient memory for storage

matrix to save CB locations. To overcome this problem, larger

size particles with the same ratio of Dp=dp were used. Finite size

scaling was applied to calculate the percolation for different

ratios of CF/CB (1.67, 3.33, and 6.67).

The percolation thresholds for hybrid composite obtained were

1.88, 2.29, and 2.83 vol %, for hybrid composite with l=Df of

21, for the ratios of CF/CB of 1.67, 3.33, and 6.67, respectively.

Figure 12 shows the percolation threshold as a function of ratio

of CF volume content to the total volume filler content. By

decreasing fiber length, the calculated percolation threshold

approached the experimental result. The average CF length for a

hybrid composite of CF10CB3 vol %, in which the total filler

Figure 10. TEM image of PS/CB with 2.5 vol %.

Table VI. Percolation Threshold for Low Structure CB

Input data

Output (percolation
threshold volume

fraction)

Radius17(l)
Tunneling
distance17 (l)

From
simulation Data17

0.15 0.01 0.33 0.35

0.16 0.008 – 0.4

0.045 0.009 0.2 0.2

0.075 0.01 0.25 0.25

0.125 0.007 0.34 0.37

Figure 11. Percolation threshold as a function of particle diameter to tun-

neling distance.

Figure 12. Percolation from experiment and simulation.
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content is above the percolation threshold, was 101 mm as given

in Table IV. By addition of CB to the hybrid composite at high

CF content fiber breakage intensifies, which is the main reason

for higher percolation threshold of hybrid composite of CF/CB

ratio of 6.67 than CF single composite. CFs were preferably ori-

ented in plane due to extrusion compounding and the addition

of CB and CF was restricted by matrix due to viscous flow and

small size of extrusion. In the simulation, the CF were randomly

distributed and freely placed in the cube. CF had a length distri-

bution due to breakage in the experimental work, while in the

simulation the average length of CFs was used for all fibers. TEM

results showed that CB have linear structure, a size distribution

and may orient in the matrix. It may also be possible that CB

particles have a tunneling distance distribution. These additional

CB factors were not considered in this simulation.

CONCLUSIONS

The electrical conductivity of carbon filled PS samples was stud-

ied for CF and CB composites and three different ratios of CF/

CB. It was observed that the combination of carbon fillers show

higher electrical conductivity compared to CF composite, which

is attributed to the CB in establishment of conductive pathways.

For example, the addition of CB in hybrid composites increased

the electrical conductivity for more than 3 orders of magnitude.

The percolation simulation of composites containing particles

compared well with existing percolation models and experimen-

tal results in references. Percolation thresholds for hybrid com-

posite calculated from computer simulation together with finite

size scaling show the same trend as experimental results and

give a good estimation of the experimental percolation thresh-

old. The simulated percolation thresholds decrease with increase

of amount of particles for all ratio of CF/CB.
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